Overview RU update timetable 2022
status 2022-06-13
MERITS valid data in database
Status 2022-06-13
New Robot of transfer and integration starts automatically every night from Mon-Fri at 03:00 am.
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Report about the current status
Status 2022-06-13

- SNCF data includes:
  - ✓ Eurostar: 223 services
  - ✓ Thalys: 496 services

- Bulgaria and Serbia – no connection.
Almost all Covid restrictions are removed.

In Germany, masks are still mandatory on trains.
Due to the war, we deleted all RZD and BC data from Merits. As well the data distribution from Merits to RZD and BC and cancelled the access to Merits.

Travellers with permanent residence in Ukraine can travel for free on DSB, DB, OEBB, SBB, SNCF and other countries in Europe train lines. The only formal requirement is that passengers be able to show a Ukrainian passport or driving licence or documents stating that the passenger is a resident of Ukraine.
Stay in touch with UIC!

www.uic.org

#UICrail

Thank you for your kind attention.